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Go from being feckless to flawless at French in only 24 hours

So you're leaving for France in a few days and you don't speak a word of the language? What will you do if you get lost in Paris and have to ask for directions? Or your rental car acts up and you need a mechanic? Or your flight from Nice is delayed and you want to reschedule? Believe it or not, it isn't too late! With Countdown to French, in just 24 hours you'll learn to speak like a native in all sorts of everyday situations.

This unique and efficient countdown self-instruction is organized into 24 units, each designed to take no more than one hour to study. Beginning with an introduction to basic pronunciation, grammar, and vocabulary, the units move quickly to practical conversational skills for both vacation and business travelers. By the time you count down to 00:00 hours, you'll know how to:

	Sound like a native, from syllable stress to nasal vowels  
	Recognize and properly use nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs  
	Ask and answer any type of question, in person or on the phone  
	Get help anywhere, from the auto shop to the post office to the dry cleaner's  
	Cope with travel needs at the airport, hotel, or train station  
	Conduct business effectively  


Neither a daunting textbook nor a flimsy phrase book, this unique language system combines grammar and vocabulary instruction into manageable, highly effective 60-minute lessons. Once you've completed the lessons, you'll be ready try out your newly honed skills on the beaches of the Cote d'Azur. You'll be amazed at what a difference a day makes!

About the Author

Gail Stein is a dedicated language instructor who has taught in New York City public schools for more than 30 years. She has written numerous books on language self-instruction.
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Brilliant Presentation: What the Best Presenters Know, Do and SayPrentice Hall, 2008

	Brilliant Presentation What does it take to present with impact, confidence and flair? Brilliant presenting can transform your career. It can save companies, inspire people and make things happen. It's never been so important. Yet most of us try to avoid it at all costs or muddle through somehow, someway. But here's the thing:...
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Solaris: System Administration Guide: No.7Springer, 2005
Covers a broad range of Solaris system administration topics such as managing user accounts and groups; managing server and client support; shutting down and booting a system; managing removable media (CDs, diskettes, and PCMCIA cards); managing software (packages and patches); managing disks and devices; managing file systems, backing up and...
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Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent AdvancesIGI Global, 2010

	Streaming media is one of the most exciting and active research topics with continuing significant progress in the multimedia area, where streaming media has been experiencing dramatic growth and stepped into mainstream media communications.


	Streaming Media Architectures, Techniques, and Applications: Recent Advances spans a...
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Adobe Illustrator CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A highly accessible, step-by-step guide to Adobe Illustrator CS6


	Illustrator CS6 Digital Classroom includes 12 self-paced lessons that contain essential skills and explore new features and capabilities of Adobe Illustrator. Every lesson is presented in full color with step-by-step instructions. Learning is reinforced...
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Living Well with Kidney Failure: A Guide to Living Your Life to the Full (Class Health)Class Publishing, 2004

	Having worked with kidney patients for over 25 years, I have seen many

	changes and improvements in treatment. However, this book is not a com

	prehensive guide to the medical and nursing aspects of illness and treat

	ment. These are mentioned briefly where it is necessary to explain the

	effects of the illness and treatment on daily...
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Bioinformatics: A Concept-Based IntroductionSpringer, 2008
Bioinformatics is an evolving field that is gaining popularity due to genomics, proteomics and other high-throughput biological methods. The function of bioinformatic scientists includes biological data storage, retrieval and in silico analysis of the results from large-scale experiments. This requires a grasp of knowledge mining algorithms, a...
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